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Inelastic Scattering in Reflection High-Energy Electron Diffraction from Si(111)
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Inelastic electron scattering from Si(111) is investigated by high-resolution, energy-filtered reflection
high-energy electron diffraction. We demonstrate that plasmon excitation and electron-hole genera-
tion result in a characteristic spot broadening which is properly described by dipole scattering theory.
Moreover, we found evidence for reduced coherence of the dipole scattered electrons. Diffraction spots
broadened due to surface roughness and inelastic scattering can have identical shape. Consequently se
aration is possible only by combining high angular and energy resolution. [S0031-9007(97)04722-4]

PACS numbers: 61.14.Hg, 68.35.Bs, 73.20.Mf, 81.15.Hi
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Electrons are the strong scattering probes of choice
characterize crystalline surfaces on atomic scale. Refl
tion high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) has pro
vided a wealth of information on the microscopic structur
of an enormous variety of systems [1]. The analysis
electron diffraction experiments is usually limited to elas
tic scattering, i.e., to zero-energy transfer, which is, in fac
a special case. Energy losses ranging from a tenth of m
lielectronvolts to hundreds of electronvolts, which are th
focus of several surface sensitive techniques, are gen
ally ignored in RHEED pattern interpretations [2]. Elasti
scattering is believed to appear very intense and confin
to certain angles, whereby inelastic scattering is often
tributed as weak and diffuse. Essential technical improv
ments achieved only very recently allow us to demonstra
the significance of plasmon scattering in RHEED. In th
case of silicon, the observed Kikuchi features result fro
plasmon scattering [3,4], and the clear appearance of
shadow edge is due to increased plasmon scattering nea
the edge [5]. However, a clear understanding of the i
fluence of inelastic scattering on the RHEED pattern
still lacking. This is a prerequisite for a reliable de
termination of surface morphology from spot profiles a
performed with much success in low-energy electron d
fraction (LEED) [6]. With respect to low-energy elec-
trons and almost normal incidence, the grazing inciden
in RHEED has many advantages, e.g., the comfortable g
ometry for growth studies and the substantially improve
momentum resolution perpendicular to the shadow edg

In the present Letter we demonstrate the drama
effect of inelastic scattering on the spot profiles. Th
dipole scattering theory [7] adequately describes the sp
broadening in grazing incidence electron diffraction fo
primary energies between 4 and 10 keV. In comparis
with typical RHEED experiments, this energy range
better regarded as medium. Both medium energy electr
diffraction and RHEED are characterized by forwar
scattering but the total cross section of the inelastic dipo
scattering scales by the inverse of the square root of t
primary energy [8]. Hence dipole scattering effects a
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more pronounced in the present study than in conventio
RHEED studies. Besides the surface plasmon excitat
as a dominant inelastic process [9–11] we have identifi
electron-hole generation across the direct band gap
additional dipole loss.

Our unique high-resolution, energy-filtered RHEED
system [12] providing an angular resolution of 0.1 mra
and an energy resolution of 4 eV is especially suitab
for the investigation of elastic and inelastic spot profile
Energy filtering is done by adjusting the retarding fiel
in front of the detector (channeltron). The energy of th
incident electron beam is stabilized to less than 1 e
The highly oriented Si(111) samples were heated by dire
current up to about 1200±C to remove the oxide and
some of the outermost layers. This procedure resu
in a perfects7 3 7d-reconstructed surface. The RHEED
measurements were performed at room temperature an
a total pressure always below2 3 1028 Pa.

The influence of inelastic scattering on the RHEE
spots is found qualitatively as a formation of a broa
halo around each spot, which is slightly extended in t
direction parallel to the shadow edge (see Fig. 1). The s
profiles taken in this direction exhibit not only the shar
elastic peak but also include a symmetric broadening
each spot designated “shoulder.” The peak intensity a
half-width of this shoulder depend on the retarding fie
of the energy filter. This shoulder is apparently forme
by the inelastically scattered electrons and can be ea
distinguished from the central elastic spike. The sharpn
of this spike yields a mean terrace width of 200 nm
(out-of-phase condition for the specular beam in Fig.
i.e., electrons scattered from adjacent surface terra
interfere destructively). The shoulder including energ
losses up toDE  12 eV is mainly due to single surface
plasmon excitations [5]. The surface plasmon energy
10.8 eV [13]. The broader shoulder forDE up to 66 eV
includes also multiple surface and bulk plasmon loss
The profile taken by our special detection unit forDE 
66 eV is almost identical to the one reproduced from
fluorescent screen of a conventional RHEED system. T
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4393
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ratio between the integral elastic and inelastic intensity
the specular beam atE  4644 eV and incident anglea 
2.65± corresponds to 0.02. For more grazing incidenc
the ratio becomes even smaller, e.g., ata  0.7± we have
found 0.002 [5]. This means that most of the diffracte
electrons in RHEED undergo plasmon losses and a
visible not only as shadow edge and Kikuchi features b
also as halos around each spot. Reflection high-ene
electron loss spectroscopy shows only minor effects d
to bulk plasmons on Si(111) [9,14]. For surface plasmo
excitations, dipole scattering theory is expected to provi
an adequate description of electron scattering [7].
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dipole fields, set up in the vacuum above the surfa
by charge-density fluctuations in the surface, electro
are scattered nearly in forward direction. The scatteri
process takes place at a characteristic distanced ø 1yKjj

from the surface, withKjj  jskF 2 kIdjjj as scattering
vector component parallel to the surface wherekI and
kF are momentum of incident and scattered electron
respectively. For incident energies up to several keV a
energy losses higher than the band gap, retardation effe
can be neglected [15]. The angular distributiondSydV for
a specific dipole lossDE is like a lobe around the specula
reflection:
dS
dV

,
1

sina

p
sDEy2E cosa 2 q sina coswd2 1 q 2 sin2 w

fq 2 1 sDEy2Ed2g2
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Here , denotes proportionality and, according to Fig.
a is the angle of incidence,q is the scattering angle, an

FIG. 1. Inelastic halo in the RHEED pattern and correspon
ing profiles of specular and 1y7 spots of the 0. Laue circle
for Si(111)-s7 3 7d in f011g azimuth at E  4644 eV and
a  2.65±. DE  0 means that only elastically scattered ele
trons are detected. The other pattern includes losses up t
and 66 eV, respectively.
,

d-

-
12

w the scattering azimuth. Using cosa ø 1 because of the
grazing incidence we obtain a Lorentzian profile with ex-
ponent 3y2 parallel to the shadow edge, i.e.,dSydVsw 
py2d , 1yhq 2 1 fDEys2Edg2j3y2 [16].

Shape and half-width of the angular distribution depend
only on the scattering geometry and the ratio of energ
loss and primary energy. The inelastic part of the
profiles as expected for the single surface plasmon los
is shown as the black colored region in Fig. 3. Not only
the scattering geometry but also the finite momentum
resolution due to instrumental limits and surface defect
has been taken into account by convoluting the dipol
lobe with the experimental elastic profile. In order to
care for the full width at half maximum of the surface
plasmon loss (8.8 eV) [13],dSydV has been integrated
with respect toDE using a Gaussian distribution (the
result is almost identical to a discrete loss at 10.8 eV)
The profiles in Fig. 3 include losses up to 20 eV so
that the detected intensity fully comprises single plasmo
scattering. The only fit parameter is the intensity, i.e., the
total plasmon scattering cross section.

The major part of the inelastic shoulder can be ex
plained as due to single surface plasmon scattering. Ad
ditional intensity in the inelastic shoulder visible in the
experimental data near the elastic spike gives evidenc
for another inelastic process associated with lower energ

FIG. 2. Scattering geometry in RHEED illustrating angle of
incidence a, scattering angleq , and scattering azimuthw.
kI and kF denote the momentum of incident and scattered
electrons, respectively.
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FIG. 3. Profiles through specular beam as shown in Fig
despite DE  20 eV parallel to shadow edge (upper part
and perpendicular to shadow edge (lower part) fitted wi
a Gaussian (elastic scattering) and inelastic dipole scatter
of surface plasmon and interband transition atG. The
experimental data are represented by a solid line, fits
a dashed lines. In the upper part both experiment and
are identical. Inelastic scattering due to surface plasmo
and interband transitions are shown as black and gray are
respectively.

but minor total intensity. According to the equation men
tioned above, the width of the inelastic halo is propo
tional to the energy lossDE. Indeed, the optical re-
sponse of semiconductors exhibits absorption maxim
between the band gap and 6 eV due to interband tran
tions [17]. We performed a fit assuming an additional lo
using not only the total loss intensities as fit paramete
but also the second loss energy. The fitting procedu
leads toDE  3.4 6 0.3 eV (gray colored in Fig. 3), a
value which corresponds to the direct gap between t
topmost valence band and the lowest conduction ba
at theG point of reciprocal space [18]. The two dipole
losses perfectly describe the inelastic shoulder of the s
profile parallel to the shadow edge so that any dev
tion between experiment and fit cannot be seen in Fig
sw  py2d.

Perpendicular to the shadow edgesw  0d, the momen-
tum resolution parallel to the surface is increased due
grazing incidence by1y sina and the elastic spike is usu-
ally broadened by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude. In this dire
tion the inelastic scattering does not produce any separ
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shoulder if the specular beam is near out of phase (Fig
w  0). Indeed, shape and half-width of the profil
remain almost unaffected by a variation of the retarding p
tential of the energy filter. Nevertheless, the dipole scatt
ing theory fits also perpendicular to the shadow edge. T
black and gray colored areas denote the inelastic pro
as expected in this direction due to the fit result obtain
parallel to the shadow edge. The difference of the expe
mental data and the inelastic profile should represent ela
scattering and has been fitted by the experimental ela
profile (energy filter set toDE  0). The result (dashed
line) and the experimental data agree fairly well with
65 mrad. The kinematic approximation delivers a prop
description of the profile although one would assume
markable changes along the Bragg rod as found in rock
curve measurements due to dynamic effects. Surprising
the agreement between fit and experiment outside the c
ter of the profile is also quite good. Corresponding resu
have been obtained for various angles of incidence (0.7±–
7.4±). We have not observed electron surface channel
effects as described for GaAs [19] which might give ris
to significant intensity from inelastic scattering in the top
most surface layers. This means that the dipole scatter
theory perfectly describes the spot broadening due to p
mon losses and interband transitions.

By means of the profiles parallel to the shadow edge
our samples with an average terrace size of 200 nm one
clearly separate elastic and inelastic contributions in t
RHEED pattern. Thus, rocking curves, i.e., the intens
vs angle of incidence, for the elastic and inelastic scatt
ing can be compared (Fig. 4). The data are the one dim
sionally integrated intensities of the profiles parallel to th
shadow edge. The angle of incidence is presented in Fig
as a relative scattering phase of adjacent surface terrace
units of2p. The inelastic curve is scaled by sina in order
to eliminate the dependency of the total dipole scatteri
cross section of single losses on the angle of incidence.
phase 2.4, both rocking curves exhibit a maximum due
the (333) bulk Bragg spot [3]. Contrary to the inelast
rocking curve, the elastic rocking curve, however, exhib
maxima at in-phase conditions, i.e., constructive interfe
ence from adjacent terraces. Therefore, these maxima
cur due to the surface roughness. Since we integrate o
in the direction of low resolution we are still sensitive t
the spike intensity because of the high momentum reso
tion perpendicular to the shadow edge. The spike intens
is closely related to the vertical surface roughness. For
present multilevel system, i.e., the surface consists of t
races on many atomic levels, the elastic profile broade
outside the in-phase condition by formation of a should
Hence, maxima of the elastic rocking curve are observ
at in-phase.

These maxima are not observed for the inelastic rock
curve because the coherence is reduced by the imme
beam divergence due to the dipole scattering. The div
gence of the electron beam caused by surface plasm
4395
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FIG. 4. Rocking curves of integral intensities for elastical
and inelastically scattered electrons, respectively. Note,
different scaling. Inset: ratio of II and EI vs phase (ang
of incidence). EI denotes the integral elastic intensity and
the integral inelastic intensity scaled by sina to eliminate the
dependence of the total dipole scattering cross section of sin
losses on the angle of incidence.

scattering corresponds to more than 3 mrad (primary
ergy 6 kV), a value which is about 2 orders of magn
tude higher than that of the primary beam of our instr
ment. That means, a correlation length larger than 60
is not detectable by the inelastically scattered electro
[20]. Here, the surface appears totally flat and the inel
tic rocking curve shows no in-phase maxima because
average step distance is 200 nm. It should be mention
that the inelastic rocking curve corresponds to conve
tional rocking curves because the inelastic intensity dom
nates [3].

The inelastic shoulder might be misinterpreted as d
to surface roughness. At in-phase condition the relat
inelastic intensity is reduced because of the elastic maxim
This is obvious in the inset of Fig. 4 showing the inelast
intensity related to the elastic intensity. Therefore, t
shoulder due to inelastic scattering shows the same ph
dependence like a shoulder due to surface roughne
More seriously, their shape can be identical. As
example, the morphology of a two-level system produce
Lorentzian shoulder with exponent 3y2 [21] as found here
for the inelastic profile parallel to the shadow edge. Thu
a precise spot profile analysis is feasible only by mea
of an energy-filtered instrument [22]. Rough estimat
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of average terrace sizes can be obtained from profi
perpendicular to the shadow edge when the specular be
is out of phase [20]. With a simple retarding energy filte
however, RHEED can yield quantitative information o
surface morphology and on electronic surface structu
and film composition of growing surfaces on atomic sca
simultaneously.
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